EGO 3 VV Variable Voltage electronic cigarette Mod features:
The EGO 3 VV is the first budget variable voltage tube mod! It uses a 18650 battery and works at
voltages from 3.0 to 6.0 in increments of 0.1v.
The EGO VV Mod is a sturdy device made of metal alloy with a black painted finish.
The EGO VV Mod comes with a standard 510 style connector. You can even use eGo style skirted
atomizers as long as you buy a 510-eGo adapter.
On the EGO VV body you have 4 buttons;
Power button (Red): Hold this down for 5 seconds to turn the device on/off.
Fire button (Black): Once powered on the fire button will activate your atomizer at the set voltage.
Voltage adjustment buttons (black): Use the + and - buttons to adjust the voltage in 0.1v steps. Once
6.0 is reached the voltage will step back to 3.0 if you push the + button again.
The LCD screen is simple, easy to read and backlit with a red LED. It simply displays the voltage as
you set/change it using the voltage set buttons.
In addition the EGO VV has a "lock" feature. Simply push and hold the 2 black voltage adjustment
buttons at the same time for 5 seconds and it will lock the voltage. This is great as it means you can't
accidently change the voltage!
Ample safety! The EGO VV Mod comes with built in circuit/switch protection. This means that you
cannot push the switch over 2.5amps of load. The great thing about this is that rather than simply not
working or displaying an error the EGO VV will automatically put the voltage down to an acceptable
level and carry on working!
The EGO VV also has regulated voltage output which keeps the voltage exactly the same each time
you use it. As your 18650 battery continues to drain the EGO VV regulated voltage will always output
at the same level!
Activation protection cuts in at 10 seconds. This means if you try and use the EGO VV for longer than
10 seconds it will simply cut off in order to protect you and your atomizers!
Reverse battery protection - Don't know your negative from your positive? Don't worry if you put the
battery in the wrong way the device simply won't work. In addition if your battery becomes discharged
the EGO VV will protect itself and your battery by shutting off.
With 1600 mAh of power, the EGO 3 VV keeps you vaping for days at any voltage level.
The EGO 3 VV e-cig uses a 18650 battery, which is a standard size but it is strongly recommended that
you purchase replacement batteries only directly from AZ Smoke Free as third-party batteries may not
work properly. The 18650 battery included with the EGO 3 VV has a flat top — a standard button-top
battery will not fit properly. Finally, using a third-party battery with the EGO 3 VV may void your
warranty. AZ Smoke Free sells replacement batteries for the EGO 3 VV that are correct.

Congratulations on your purchase of an EGO 3 VV (Variable Voltage) e-cigarette
from AZ Smoke Free. These instructions will help you through the process of setting
up and using the EGO 3 VV for the first time. We also want to help you keep your
EGO 3 VV e-cig in top condition.

Setting Up the EGO 3
The EGO 3 VV battery comes from the factory with a slight charge. Insert the battery
in the charger and wait for the charger’s light to turn green before using your EGO 3
VV for the first time. Your patience will be rewarded. Charging the battery for the
first time should take about three hours, while subsequent charges take about six
hours. The positive side of the battery has a dark ring; this side should face up in the

charger as well as in the EGO 3 VV e-cig itself.
When the battery finishes charging, turn the bottom cap of the EGO 3 VV counterclockwise to remove it. Insert the battery with the positive side facing up, and replace
the bottom cap. You should see the screen light up, indicating that the e-cig is on. If it
doesn’t, hold the red power button for five seconds. The EGO 3 VV always starts
with a default setting of 3.0 volts.
Insert a 510 atomizing device into the threading at the top of the e-cig and turn it
clockwise to tighten it. Make sure you always keep your atomizing device full of eliquid.

Using the EGO 3VV
Use the + button to set the voltage to 4.0 as a starting point. Your EGO 3 VV came
with several types of atomizing devices. If using the atomizer and drip tip, put 3-4
drops in the drip tip mounted on the atomizer and Push the large black fire button
while taking long slow puffs. If using the cartomizer drip tip put 5-6 drops into the
mouth piece while holding the EGO 3 VV at a slight angle, then press the fire button
while taking long slow puffs. You may use any 510 atomizing device or cartomizer on
the EGO 3.

Changing the Voltage
After you become accustomed to using the EGO 3, raise the voltage slowly with the
“+” button until you find the level that is right for you. The 3.0 ohm atomizer
included with the EGO 3 works at all power levels up to 6.0 volts. At the maximum
voltage level, the EGO 3 produces a great deal of power. If you taste burned flavors
lower the voltage slightly until you are satisfied. When you find the right voltage
level, hold both buttons until the screen blinks. The voltage setting is now locked and
cannot be changed accidentally. To unlock the voltage, hold both buttons until the
screen blinks again.

Atomizer Resistance
When shopping for atomizers, you may have noticed that they come in three
categories: low, standard and high-resistance. These atomizers are rated at
approximately 1.5, 2.5 and 3.0 ohms respectively. The EGO 3 works with atomizers at
all resistance levels. It is generally best to use a high-resistance atomizer; lowresistance atomizers are not designed for high-voltage e-cigs such as the EGO 3.
Rather, they are designed to increase the amount of vapor that a 3.7-volt e-cig can
produce. At 6.0 volts, a low-resistance atomizer would be soon burnt out. To prevent
this from happening, the EGO 3 includes a limiter that automatically drops the
voltage when a low-resistance atomizer is connected.

Battery Maintenance
Follow these tips to extend the life of the EGO 3's battery:







Charge every new battery fully before using it.
Use your EGO 3 and charge the battery at least once per month. If you put the
EGO 3 into storage, remind yourself to charge the battery.
Keep the battery out of extreme temperatures. Using the EGO 3 in
environments colder than 32 degrees and hotter than 95 degrees Fahrenheit
can reduce battery’s performance.
Hold the power button for five seconds to turn the EGO 3 off when you aren’t
going to use it for a while. This eliminates the possibility of accidentally
pushing the fire button and draining the battery.

If You Have Questions
Email : Admin@azsmokefree.com
Call : 800 358-9994

